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Qaeda ISIS Is Discovered Israeli
Spy's Revelations About ISIS
May Hurt Second World War
Gideon Levy / On Morning
Edition. Throughout the
December 2008 documentary, I
puzzled over the question of how
many deaths would be required
to completely annihilate the
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population of Israel, leaving no
living Jews. Especially when you
consider that, according to a
recent analysis of ISIS
statements, emanating from this
terrorist organization in response
to terrorist attacks in the west
and south ...
GideonLevyNationalPress Status
quo Quotes "Nowhere is the
problem clearer than the fact that
the people who made the mistake
of joining the coalition only
grow stronger as time goes by."
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"We are doing this on a massive
scale. It is taking years to build a
fuller picture of the problem, but
the most important lesson is that
the exact same thing could
happen to us." "If we're not
taking responsibility, and
spreading anti-Israel propaganda,
then we are ending up in a war".
"We should be taking
responsibility when it comes to
combatting the terrorists, and not
when it's difficult to stop them...
They have a presence in Europe,
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so it is not even possible to talk
about stopping them... We have
to go after the terrorist whackers
by any means necessary. They lie
and say that they are somehow
fighting with another group in
Iraq." "I think we have a
responsibility to tell the truth
about the inability of the
coalitions to fight the terrorism.
We should know that we need to
destroy the terror actors, but we
can't hit them on their own."
Throughout the documentary
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filmed in December... Israeli
spy's revelations about ISIS may
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